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About This Game

A mysterious girl in the raincoat comes to the city submerged by rain.
Subside the rain and save the city by illuminating the lamp and stone posts with her little light on hand.

You’ll be the mysterious girl in the game.
Reveal who she really is as the rain in the city subsides gradually.
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Key features:

· Unique mechanic: Provides a brand new experience unlike any other.
· Evolving puzzles: The more puzzles you solve, the more different light abilities you receive to face the challenged ahead.

Lots of content:

· 9 chapters that includes more than 60 different levels, and more than 20 unique mechanics.
· Amazing hand-drawn 2D graphics: All levels are connected and gradually paint a complete picture of the city.

· Hidden collectibles: Collect all "Wicks" to reveal the city's hidden secret.
· Immersive score: Mesmerizing music that completely engulfs the player in its beautiful atmosphere.

Challenge for pro gamer on riddles:

· Collecting every wick on game scene
· Complete levels in the least steps

· Waking up every single robot in the city.
· Complete three of the above and you will gain a S stage glory to the chapter!
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Title: Flood of Light
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Irisloft
Publisher:
Irisloft
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32bit

Processor: 2.3 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse is required

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Truck drives really well, the theory is actually great it just needs more content.

10/10 Best gifted game in my library. There's not a lot of games that use the Vive tracker, so I gave this a whirl, and lost 30
minutes of my life.

I can't recommend this game to anyone, and I've refunded it.

For a dance game it is slow and not very engaging, and the music library sucks.

. Tried, but couldn't get into it. Mechanics and perspective were too annoying for me. This might have been entertaining back in
the day but I would (and did) skip to GTA 3.

3/10. This visual novel is kind of like an extra big serving of cotton candy. It is certainly sweet and fluffy, but as with real cotton
candy, it lacks any kind of other characteristics and wont appeal to most people.

The "game" is completely devoid of any kind of interaction, you read the story from start to end like a book and unless you love
fluffy stuff without any kind of drama or substance you are very likely to wonder why you wasted your time on this.. Lot of
stuff not working -- cannot figure out how to use the main menu with just the mouse and keyboard, then the controller interface
has a number of issues, too. Cannot successfully remap keys to anything usable, and testing out each new configuration means
sitting through a long intro animation. Unplayable on Ubuntu Linux 18.10 and 19.04 with xbox-type gamepad controller.

(Update 05/2019: Tried to use Steam Big Picture to get controller support. No dice.)
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Especially not played only for +1. Difficult but fair Platformer with a surprisingly good story with a cutsie artstyle.. I've played
a lot of 'retro' games over the past decade but this is the first game that's felt like a proper new release
on the SNES shelves in Babbages back in the 90's

RD is a puzzle platformer featuring numbered blocks
The number on the block notes how many coins you can collect before that block vanishes making it useless
for crossing gaps or standing on to get to higher areas.

There's an overhead map inspired by Super Mario Brothers 3 but you have more freedom to look around it to uncover some
hidden locals.

Each stage holds several golden cats (the one most commonly next to a register in a chinese restaraunt). At the very start of the
game there is a locked temple requiring you to return later with the requested amount of cat statues gathered throughout your
travels. There are other items to keep returning back to stages for like a cassette tape and red hot chilli pepper although I am not
yet sure what these do but if you got one item you probably had to disband the blocks necessary to acquire the others hence
many happy returns to each stage in attempt to explore the alternate paths.. Really fun!...But a game breaking glitch is there that
makes both characters invisible. I don't know how it happens, but it does. But everything else is perfect.. I keep having my game
crash at the area just in front of the cottage when going outside to solve puzzles. I have no idea what to do there, as no parts of
this puzzle light up. After looking at it for maybe 15 seconds, the game crashes every time. I'm not sure I can advance past the
first part without completing this puzzle and not sure how to fix the game repearedly crashing? Bummer, because point and
click puzzles like this are my jam.... Fun and direct, Accel World vs. Sword Art Online is an interesting crossover that offers
dozens of hours of intense gameplay, flying skills and an intense story with hours of static dialogues on screen. But don't let this
put you off, because you can hide the dialogue and enjoy the amazing visual art at any time.

I really enjoyed this game, even without any sort of attachment to the Anime that the game represents. It’s nothing particularly
revolutionary, but I thoroughly enjoyed most of my time with it. Moments of confusion and the unintentional nerfing of most
'Brain Burst' characters aside, this is a fun action RPG that is worth a look if you’re not a fan of these MMO Anime series, and
most likely worth a buy if you are.

Over all, I recommend this game.
I will continue to play it for a long time to come despite clearing the main content twice over~

. Good HeroQuest vibes coming from this one.. I'm a big fan of the original Dungelot on mobile. When I saw this had come to
Steam I had to check it out.

It may seem at the surface to be a simple game, but the game packs a lot of strategy. The strength of the game is the fact that it
is very easy to pick up and play. Gameplay is simply entering a dugeon, traversing each level by clicking to reveal squares. Your
goal is to find the key and then you can leave, but along the way you might find treasure, traps or enemies. And since the game
is turn based, you choose how much you want to explore a level and even how many enemies you want to take on. Once the key
is revealed you are free to leave, but the temptation will be there to unveil every square. And that is where the strategy comes in,
if you try to reveal all the squares and fight every enemy you are likely not to get through the entire dungeon if you aren't
careful. This kind of choice offers a lot of replay-ability for what seems to be a simple game.

Adding; It is a game where you can get a quick round in, but will find yourself many times spending more time then you want
to, while enjoying every moment of it.

The one negative I could point to is that the game does accommodate the touch screen much better then the mouse. But because
of how strong the gameplay is, it's easy to overlook this fact.. Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Game over.
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Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Level two.
Game over
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